






Series Format: 

Transmedia “Brain-Glasses”-- For viewers using brain-glasses,
“speculation” functions are maximized revealing the “BrainGum
effect,” an instantaneous pleasure derived through intersecting 
media bits spontaneously combined to recode and decode the narrative
design. Brain-glasses use interchangable lens “slappers.”

Radio Libretto-- BrainGum story strategy, prepared for BG fans in
the broadcast libretto, describes AV "brainsports"-based behaviors
(e.g., TV sk8, surf-n-score, whirli-whooshi-wavi, AV dunk-n-dive, .
. .), to shape the free-form narrative captured in the multitrack
image and audio into the television recipe referred to as BrainGum. 

Secret Formula-- The proprietary media interaction design
(patented BrainGum story patterns) marks an outrage parallel to 
the invention of Coca-Cola (which as an original beverage concept
presented neural stimulation, and projection of a new household
name). Maybe the guys at Coca-Cola will feel better, as allies, 
when finally the new BrainGum series cola is released, with hidden
clues in the bottle cap. Of course, the candy people are gonna get
upset if they don’t get their sponsored candy wrapper clues, and
tie-in market share.  

“Intrastitial” Ads-- For the BrainGum series, a comprehensive
media design repositions sponsored advertising content into
"intrastitials" (where ads are clues), using an intermittent and
contagious messaging code sequenced to enhance the BrainGum mind
state, and propel the viral narrative.

ORPHELIA (original character design), opera singer/media avatar--
Orphelia's prologue and Y-fi “intrastitial” bumpers and intertitles
keep viewers engaged in the BrainGum story mystery. The chanteuse,
simply known as “Orla” in highbrow circles for her “hypertropic”
vocalizations, brings the opera experience into full form for our
interactive spectators. As well, Orphelia's larger than life
presence will be extended as she becomes a figure on the popular
horizon with her appearances in advertainments, and as a voice for
the many unrecognized social happenings and causes currently out 
of the spotlight. Orphelia’s episodic tales urge viewers to “invent
their imagination,” and view the many treasures hidden in the world
of stories. 
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